
Virginia: At  the  Emergency  Special  Called  meeting  of  the  Council  of  the  Town of
Chilhowie held at the Municipal Building, Friday, February 21, 2014 at 6:00
p.m.

Present: Honorable Gary L. Heninger, Mayor Presiding; Councilor Bill Clear, Brent
Foster, Kelly Spencer-Hill, Lewis Shortt and Cathy M. Smith.

Absent: James B. Bonham, III, Councilman; David Haynes, Fire Chief and Stephen
Price, Chief of Police.

Also Present: Mr. William C. Boswell,  Jr.,  Town Manager; Mrs. Marlene L. Henderson,
MMC, Clerk-Treasurer; Mr. Trent Crewe, Town Attorney; Messrs. C. David
Haynes, Fire Chief; and Jay Keen, Public Works Director.  

Emergency Water Ordinance:
Mr. Boswell presented the following:

AN ORDINANCE DECLARING A WATER SUPPLY EMERGENCY AND RESTRICTING THE USE
OF WATER DURING THE PENDANCY OF THE EMERGENCY

WHEREAS, the Council of the Town of Chilhowie, the governing body for the Town of Chilhowie, has
become aware of a water supply emergency; 

WHEREAS, during the course of repairs to the Town’s water system a failure has occurred making the
Town’s water source unavailable since Wednesday morning (February 19, 2014) at approximately 8 a.m.;
and

WHEREAS, stored supplies of water for the Town are nearly depleted.

BE IT HEREBY ORDAINED AS FOLLOWS:

Pursuant to the provisions of Virginia Code §15.2-924 the Council of the Town of Chilhowie hereby
declares and finds a water supply emergency.

Use of the water supplied by the Town to paying customers is hereby restricted as described herein for the
pendency of  said emergency until  the  Town Manager  provides public  notice  that  the emergency has
subsided. 

For the pendency of the emergency water use by all citizens and entities who pay for water is restricted as
follows:

1.  Users are hereby forbidden from all non-essential use of water.  Non-essential use of water shall
include washing cars, watering lawns, and any other use not necessary for the maintenance of
human or animal health and safety.

2. The Town Manger is hereby authorized, upon notice, to prohibit water use by any high water use
business.



3. The Town Manager is hereby authorized to cut off the water to any user whose daily use exceeds
by more than twenty percent (20%) the average daily use of said user for the last 6 months.

4. The Town Manager is also authorized to take such additional action as deemed necessary to deal
with the water supply emergency.

Motion by Brent Foster, second by Lewis Shortt Council adopts the Emergency Water Ordinance. The
motion was approved with following recorded vote:
Jim Bonham Absent Bill Clear Aye
Brent Foster Aye Kelly Spencer-Hill Aye
Lewis Shortt Aye Cathy Smith Aye

Status of the Mill Creek Water Treatment Plant:  
Mr. Boswell stated that he would like to add Bobby Lane who is the Town’s Engineer from The
Lane  Group  to  the  meeting  via  teleconference.  Mr.  Boswell  reported  that  he  informed  the
Council that last Tuesday the Washington County Service Authority was going to repair a leak in
the Water Treatment Plant in Mill Creek and they would be taking the plant out of service.  That
was postponed until Wednesday.  He stated that at 8:00 a.m. they took it out of service and they
made a repair and it did not hold and the long and short of it is that they are now on their fourth
repair that has not held.  It is a ten inch high pressure line and they are working at this moment
replacing the entire line, not just bit by bit which is what they have been doing.  Mr. Boswell
reported that in the mean time they made an offer to the Town to use the pipe that normally feeds
their system out of the plant with to back feed and send the Town water.  Their crew spent
yesterday putting a pipe in-between their pipe and the holding tanks and that was successful and
last  night  the  Town  began  receiving  approximately  750  to  800  gallons  per  minute  from
Washington County’s source and the normal flow is from 550 to 750.  

Mr. Boswell reported that in the middle of the night Washington County realized that some of
their customers were suffering and the tanks were going down so they cut the Town off for three
hours.  He stated that the Town needs all of that flow for 24 hours per day.  They completed some
repairs today and tried the system and it failed again.  Mr. Boswell stated that Mr. Keen went
over  to  the  plant  for  a  meeting  and  they  essentially  stated  that  Washington  County  would
continue to provide the Town water if they did not have a pump failure,  if their  firefighting
capabilities at the hospital were not reduced and peak demand was not affected.  Mr. Boswell
stated that he has now received a phone call stating that Washington County is taking the Town
off at midnight tonight.  He stated that they will never be able to build the system back up and it
is inching down every time they turn the water off.  They are anticipating a minimum for four
hours at midnight.  

Mr. Boswell stated that they have talked to Bobby Lane and he can address some of the things
that they have talked about.  He stated that if the Town tries to buy water from Smyth County
back through the Apple Valley site that is actually Marion water and as he understands it that is
some of the most expense water that a person can buy in Southwest Virginia therefore that will
not help too much and it is only 125 gallons per minute.  Mr. Boswell reported and another
option that the Town has that is immediately, they are talking about immediate, but they have the
raw water that was normally going into the plant and being treated and sent back out, that is over



there and there is a boil notice in place.  Mr. Boswell stated that Mr. Lane stated that the Town
may be able to obtain Health Department approval to use the raw water and the boil notice would
stay in place.  Mr. Keen has worked with C.L. Boggs this afternoon and Boggs is ready to be in-
place in the morning to take the water from the mixing tank and put it in the holding tank.   

Mr. Lane stated that he does think that is an option since they do have a boil water notice in
place.  It is kind of the last ditch option because once we do that of course the boil water notice
will have to be maintained while it is being done and when the Town comes off the boil notice it
is Mr. Lane’s understanding that they would probably have to do very extensive chlorination and
testing to basically re-disinfect the system from stand point of having untreated water in it.   He
stated that you can say this is what the Town used in the past and it was chlorinated and utilized
however the Health Department determined it to be surface water and influenced, therefore they
request it to be treated.  Mr. Lane stated that he thinks that is certainly better than not having any
water and he thinks before the Town runs out of water this is something to consider. 

Mr. Lane stated that if there is another alternative and Washington County can come back online
early tomorrow….he also learned after speaking to Mr. Cornett a few moments ago they are
looking at some things and they are going to try some things to be able to furnish water to the
Town on a more continuous basis.  Mr. Lane stated that they say they can get water out of their
seven springs tank but it has impacted pressure to their customers but there are a little bit of
tweaking that they may be able to do to include their ability to furnish the Town water if the plant
does not come back online.  Mr. Lane stated that once the repairs are made which is underway
now the entire raw water line will be replaced, so that certainly should alienate the problem. He
stated that it was indicated to him that they have dispatched people to Roanoke to get parts and
they have a trench crew waiting for those parts to come in and he feels like at daybreak they
should have that work done and be ready to go.  Mr. Lane suggested getting ready to do what
they need to do to keep the Town in water and really keep their fingers crossed for the Mill Creek
Plant to go back online first thing in the morning.                  

Mr. Boswell inquired if the Town could get the Health Department’s approval on a contingency
plan.  Mr. Lane confirmed and stated he could contact someone; it is the weekend so he would
have to run him down at home, but he would do so first thing in the morning.  He stated that it is
essential that the Town has the Health Department concurrence before it is moved forward with.
Mr. Lane stated that Mr. Keen or anyone can also try to get a hold of him first thing in the
morning.  Mr. Boswell stated that he and Mr. Lane discussed other possibilities in case of the
plant not coming back online. Mr. Lane described a filter plant that is in a warehouse in Big
Stone Gap that they have been willing to allow the Town to use.  He confirmed and stated that it
is a half a million gallon filter plant which is 350 gallons per minute.  He stated that it is on a
skid and it’s membrane plant is like the one the Town has but it has been in storage for a long
time so he thinks it will not come up immediately. But it is an option the Town has and the Town
of Big Stone Gap has indicated their willingness to allow the Town of Chilhowie to utilize that
plant at least on a rental basis until the Town can get a solution for the Mill Creek Plant.    

Mr. Lane stated that C.L. Boggs is very familiar with the plant but they are probably talking best
case scenario by the time the plant was delivered, wired and packed up it would be a week.  Mr.
Boswell inquired as to where the plant would go and if it would have to have a separate building.



Mr. Lane stated that it would have to have some kind of shelter and something to keep it from
freezing so they would have to fabricate some kind of shelter. He stated that he guessed that it
could sit in the parking lot.  He stated that if they wanted to go that route they better get their
heads together and get it all planned out, but remember that will only furnish 350 gallons per
minute.  At best that could supplement the water that Washington County is providing to the
Town but it would not furnish the amount of water that is needed to meet the demand.  

Mr. Keen inquired about the raw water going into the mixing tank and if it could be injected
somehow with chlorine.  Mr. Lane confirmed and stated that if they bypassed the filtration plant
as a minimum they would have to chlorinate the water before the Health Department, even with
the boil water notice, would allow the Town to utilize it. Mr. Keen stated that is a possibility, he
stated that he spoke with C.L. Boggs that afternoon about 5:30 p.m. and he should be at the plant
tonight to see what they would have to do to put that in place.  Mr. Lane stated that Mr. Keen
could speak to Mr. Boggs concerning the plant in Big Stone Gap; he is very familiar with it. Mr.
Keen could tell Mr. Boggs that it is what Big Stone Gap used during a water emergency.

Mr. Boswell stated that Council has two options either the Big Stone Gap unit or bypassing the
plant and using the raw water.  He stated that Mr. Lane was instrumental in the agreement the
Town has with Washington County, they have about 44% ownership in that plant.  He inquired
what would Mr. Lane imagine they would run into trying to take action by themselves.  Mr. Lane
stated that he thinks Washington County is going to do, and he thinks they have done everything
to keep the plant going and keep the water flowing to both to the Town of Chilhowie and WCSA.
Mr. Lane stated that he thinks they will continue to do that and he does not believe that they
would try in any way to keep the Town from doing what it has to do to keep the system from
going dry. He stated that he does believe that they are going to do everything in their power to
get the plant going to furnish the Town water to their existing system.   Mr. Lane stated that he
does not think that Washington County would object to the Town doing what it has to in order to
keep water to the customers of the Town of Chilhowie.

Mr. Boswell stated that Washington County would want to disconnect from the plant completely
if the raw water was used.  Mr. Lane stated that it presents a lot of concerns from the standpoint
of the existing agreement between the Town of Chilhowie and Washington County.  He stated
that if they were talking long term the agreement is something that both parties would have to
revisit. But again he is hopeful that anything the Town has to do is short term because he does
believe that now Washington County has replaced the entirety of the water line and has done
some things that will make the rest of the plant stronger.  Mr. Lane stated that he firmly believes
that when they cut on the main line in the morning they will be successful and he is keeping is
fingers and toes crossed for that to happen and he thinks that it is a good possibility that it will
happen.  

Mr. Keen stated that the two tanks discussed during their meeting that afternoon, if they have to
do the raw water situation the Town would take command over one tank and Washington County
would have the other tank which would have their water in it.  Mr. Lane confirmed.  He stated
that once they are able to get the plant back on line they can use the second tank and the Town’s
use becomes a remote point.  He stated that Washington County cannot use the one tank until the
plant becomes operational and if the plant becomes operational the Town of Chilhowie does not



need the tank.  Mr. Keen stated that he was informed by Robbie and Mark Osborne that if the
plant becomes up and running Washington County would give us everything they can give us
which would be about 940 gallons per minute.  Mr. Lane confirmed and stated that he does not
think that it will take as long to get caught up once it is going and he thinks that it is a good
possibility that it will happen early tomorrow morning.  

Mr. Boswell stated that the rest of the water treatment plant is the same age as the pipe that failed
and he knows there has been some comments made that the Town had a leak and the Town
strengthened the leak by repairing it and by the next week another weak link failed and they have
gone down the line with weak links in that pipe.  He stated that he did not get a good feeling
about what the membranes are going to do when they are put under pressure again.  Mr. Boswell
stated that he would be glad for Mr. Lane to disagree but they have watched them go down the
line with weak points blowing out and he is concerned that they are going to strengthen this line
and find another weak link.  Mr. Lane stated that as they have spoken with Council and WCSA
before the Mill Creek Water Plant needs fairly significant improvements in the not so distant
future.  He stated that he does think that with the last repair all of the weak links will be replaced.
Mr. Lane stated that nobody really knows what will happen when they put it back on line but he
has a good feeling that the rest of the plant….he thinks some of the problems that caused this
breakage was air in the line and he thinks the Washington County Water Service Authority has
taken great care of that and ensuring that there are no air in the lines so they will not have any
problems resulting of air in the system.  Mr. Lane stated that with the raw water line replaced it is
his guess that it will be okay but we will not know for sure until first thing in the morning.  

Mr. Lane stated that Mr. Keen has done what he needs to do, there are people coming with pipe
and a plan can be made if it did not work but he is really hoping that in the morning they will be
off and running.  He stated that both the Town and WCSA needs to say okay we got through this
solution but the remainder of the plant does have some age on it and they need to sit down and
figure out how they are going to get funding for the next set of repairs that needs to be made to
the rest plant and establish a plan to do so.  Mr. Clear inquired if part of the plant was still
working.  Mr. Boswell stated that none of the treatment plant is working.  Mr. Foster stated that
Washington County is actually shut off from the plant going into the County, but they are giving
the Town……Mr. Boswell stated that it is coming back in the same pipe.  Mr. Foster inquired as
to how hard it will be to change from what they have right now to putting the raw water straight
into our lines.  He inquired if that was just a valve or would it require another line.  Mr. Boswell
stated that it would involve about 200 feet of pipe on either side and the pipe would have to
stretch across the driveway because the mixing tank is across the driveway.  He stated that there
would be about a 600 gallon per minute pump and it would be pumped from the mixing tank
over to one of the holding tanks which is the larger tank.

Mr. Foster inquired as to how long it would take to do if it was required.  Mr. Boswell stated that
Mr. Keen has spoken to C.L. Boggs and he can have the equipment there tomorrow and he
projected less than ten hours.  Mr. Clear stated that is if they do not hit any rock.  Mr. Boswell
stated that it required no digging.  Mr. Foster inquired if this was something to go ahead and get
started on just  in case.  Mr. Lane suggested making the decision early in the morning when
Washington County attempts to bring the plant back on line one more time.  He stated that it is
great to have Mr. Boggs to start the process but he would wait on pulling the trigger on him



actually starting that until Washington County has a chance to see if they can bring the plant up
in the morning.  Mr. Boswell inquired if that decision was made in the morning how quick would
it take Eric Herald to make up his mind with the Department of Health.  Mr. Lane stated that he
did not think that it would take a long time for him to make his mind up.  He stated that he could
call him first thing in the morning but he is not going to want to do it because it is not from a
public health standpoint, even though the water is going to be boiled it is not something that
public health officials will want to do if there is any way that it can be avoided.  Mr. Lane stated
that if there is not any way to avoid it then they will have to request permission to do so and if
there is no way to avoid it then he thinks they will allow the Town to do so.

Mr. Lane stated that it is essential that the Town of Chilhowie have the Health Department’s
concurrence before that step is taken.  Mr. Clear inquired if the two tanks are currently full.  Mr.
Keen stated that while he was there earlier that day the finished tanks are 32 feet tall and there
was 20 feet of water in them at 4:00 p.m.  Mayor Heninger inquired about the tanks in Town.
Mr. Keen stated that as of 6:00 p.m. the new Widener had 9.86 feet which converts into 221,000
gallons,  old  Widener  had 12 feet  of  water  which  converts  to  356,000,  Schuler  Hollow had
247,000 and the Million Gallon tank had 543,085 which comes into a 1,368,419 but full capacity
of all of the tanks is 3,270,000 so they are down by two-thirds.  Mayor Heninger inquired as to
how much water is used per day in the Town’s system.  Mr. Keen stated that 725,000 gallons to
800,000 gallons per day if the Town is not selling any water.  He stated that on Tuesday they saw
this coming and they turned the valve off to Smyth County for the repair and the County in
return had to purchase water from the Town of Marion.  

Mr. Foster inquired if this water would last roughly twenty-four hours.  Mr. Lane stated that the
Town will be able to continue to receive water from Washington County. Mr. Boswell stated that
Mr. Keen had informed the Council that within the last hour Washington County stated that they
are going to turn off the water at midnight for a minimum of four hours.  Mr. Keen stated that
would not be in peak demand hours and should be fine for both parties.  Mr. Lane confirmed and
stated that they need to keep a water flow to their own customers and not create any problems
within their own system.  He stated that the Town will receive water from WCSA even if the
plant does not come back on line.  Mr. Foster stated that they are sort of on hold until tomorrow
morning to see if it will go back online and if that does not work they are hoping that Washington
County will feed the Town water for a day or two.  Mr. Boswell stated that they will see what the
performance is  through the night.   Mr. Foster stated that they are at  a standstill  until  in the
morning and they would see what happens then.   Mayor Heninger stated that at  that time a
decision needs to be made.  Mr. Boswell inquired if Boggs needed to get his equipment in place
tomorrow morning.  Mr. Lane inquired if Mr. Boggs was planning on coming to the site.  Mr.
Boswell stated that if he is told to go he will be there.  Mr. Lane stated that WCSA would know
by day break and suggested to wait until day break and he will call.  Mr. Boswell inquired if they
would be able to contact Mr. Lane via the same connection.  Mr. Lane confirmed.      

The conference call ended with Mr. Bobby Lane, The Lane Group at 6:43 p.m.

Mr. Clear inquired if the Town has to wait for the Health Department before they can chlorinate
any water.  Mr. Boswell  confirmed.   Mr. Foster  stated  that  is  before  the  raw water  can  be
attached.  Mr. Boswell stated that he had inquired about the filters and Robbie told him that he



did not know.  Mr. Foster stated that some of the filters were replaced as time went on.  Mr.
Boswell confirmed and stated that pressure will be placed in the system now that has not been
put on it since Wednesday morning.  He stated that there have been some issues with the filter
cartridges  leaking and different  things  like that;  if  it  got  down to  filter  cartridges  being the
problem that is something that cannot be obtained overnight. Mr. Foster stated that to change the
plant completely and build another one using a different type of technology the savings would be
over time. That needs to be reviewed again because if the plant cannot be repaired then what
choice does the Town have.  Mrs. Spencer-Hill and Mrs. Smith agreed.  

Mr. Boswell inquired if Council wanted to meet again in the morning.  Mr. Foster stated that Mr.
Boswell just informed them as to what is going on.  Mr. Keen stated that they have had a crew on
site  between Town employees  and Washington County around the clock at  no less  than ten
people and at one time eighteen people; so they are addressing what needs to be done.  Mayor
Heninger stated that everyone has really pulled together on this.  Mrs. Smith requested Mr. Keen
to tell the crew thank you from the Council.  

Mr. Foster stated that he did not think that it would be good publicity for the Fire Department to
be seen out washing fire trucks over the next several days.  Mr. Clear stated that it has been taken
care of.  Mayor Heninger stated that they have received a lot of comments concerning the car
washes.  Mr. Boswell stated that he has spoken to two out of the three car wash owners and the
Shell is shut down and Mr. Lefler allowed the Town to place the orange barrels in front of his
and shut it down.  Mr. Shortt inquired about Mr. Sturgill’s car wash.  Mr. Boswell stated that he
would contact Mr. Sturgill tomorrow he had forgotten him, but the Ordinance now allows the
Town to shut him off and that is a very important tool.  Mr. Foster agreed and stated that out of
the three of them he could be the only one to say no.  Mrs. Smith stated that now there is no
choice the Town can shut him off. Mr. Shortt stated that he would talk to Mr. Sturgill.

Mr. Boswell stated that he is trying to keep the schools informed as to what they will need to do
Monday and Tuesday, they are ready for the no boil.  He stated that a person does not want to say
that the Town may run out of water over the weekend because that gets transformed into a rumor
and gossip that is really unbelievable.  Mr. Boswell stated that he has already heard that the Town
did not buy chemicals and that is the reason for the shutdown to there is a brick in the line and it
goes on and on.  Mayor Heninger stated that it has been unreal as to what has been said.  Mr.
Keen stated that concerning fire protection the Town has joined up with the Town of Marion and
Adwolfe.  If the Town is called out on a fire they will respond with their tankers immediately and
then there are  also two more on standby;  the Towns of  Saltville  and Glade Spring.   Mayor
Heninger  stated  that  the  Mayor  of  Marion  has  called  him  and  offered  to  help  in  anyway,
everyone has pulled together trying to help everyone.  Mr. Keen agreed and stated that this could
happen in their community one day.  Mayor Heninger stated that the Town will be there for them
if that occurs.  

Mr. Shortt inquired if the Town needs to start getting into place for a new treatment plant.  Mr.
Boswell confirmed.  Mr. Shortt inquired if they need to start that now.  Mr. Boswell stated that
before all of this broke they were attempting to get a Steering Committee meeting by next week
and see what needs to be presented to the Board and the Council.  He stated that Mr. Cornett
stated at that time that he found some funding that looked promising for both entities, but that



has not been discussed any further.  Mr. Shortt inquired as to how long the project would be.  Mr.
Boswell stated to install a new plant would take six to eight months.  Mr. Shortt inquired about
the plant that was on a trailer in Big Stone Gap.  Mr. Keen stated that it is on a trailer and it
would produce 350 gallons per minute.  Mayor Heninger stated that if that was going it could
possibly help Washington County to cut the Town back so it would help their customers not be
without water to.  Mr. Keen stated that when he leaves the meeting he is going to meet with C.L.
Boggs and look into what needs to be done regarding the raw water and he is really familiar with
the unit in Big Stone.

Mr. Shortt stated that he does not like the raw water idea because the whole system has to be
flushed once the raw water is run through.  Mr. Keen stated that they would have to chlorinate
the tank.  Mayor Heninger stated that it is better than nothing. Mr. Keen stated that the real issue
that concerns him is if the Town does run out of water and air gets in the lines then the Town will
have the same problem in the lines and has been occurring in the plant.  Mr. Foster stated that if
someone starts to run out of water they do not think about turning the hot water heater off and it
will  be like the house up the street  with the hole in  the ceiling and roof.   Mrs.  Henderson
inquired if anyone has spoken to Judy Construction since they are the contractor that built the
plant.  Mr. Keen stated that Mr. Lane has spoken to Steve Sullivan.  

Mr. Boswell stated that he has spoken to Mr. Harrington, the Smyth County Coordinator and he
is willing to help in any way he can with water and other supplies.  He stated that he has also
spoken with Bill Carrico and when the meeting is closed he is to report back to what action the
Council may or may not take.  Mr. Boswell stated that Mr. Carrico needs a little more factual
information that he can give him and then Monday morning he will start exploring the State
Agencies to see what can be done for the Town.  

Mr. Foster inquired as to what resources are available at a Federal level.  Mr. Boswell stated that
there is no reason not to try and he would email Mr. Griffith.  Mr. Crewe stated that he knew of a
Town up the road that their Water Treatment Plant was flooded and off line for two weeks and
the National  Guard brought  tankers in  with treated water  from another  locality and went in
upstream from the treatment plant so nothing had to be disinfected.  He stated that he did not
know if that would work for the Town’s plant.   Mr. Boswell stated that would not be too hard for
the Town to do.   Mrs. Spencer-Hill stated that at this point they must open up all doors that they
can.  Mrs. Smith agreed and stated that they would find out in the morning the next step.  Mr.
Boswell stated that they would know two things by in the morning, if the plant works and how
long did Washington County stop furnishing the Town water through the night.  Mr. Foster stated
and if they are starting to furnish the Town again.  Mayor Heninger stated that they would also
know the levels of the tanks in the morning.  

Mr. Keen described what exactly happened at the water treatment plant referring to pictures.  Mr.
Foster stated that the Council members would wait on a text from Mr. Boswell and then go from
there.  Mr. Boswell inquired if the Council was all okay with texting.  Mrs. Smith confirmed.
Mayor Heninger inquired as to roughly what time would they know.  Mr. Boswell stated that it
would be 8:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.  Mrs. Smith inquired if the Council members need to stick close
to  Town tomorrow.  Mr. Boswell  stated that  if  they are  allowed to take  Mr. Lane’s advice,
especially the conversion to raw water and there is no guarantee that the Health Department will



go a long with it.  When Mr. Lane spoke to Eric that day Eric stated that he would have to go talk
to his boss and Mr. Lane never heard back from him.  He stated that the Health Department
might have to think about that for a day or two before they allow the Town to do that.  Mrs.
Smith inquired if the Health Department does not allow the raw water idea then what is the next
step.  Mr. Boswell stated that the Town would run out of water before the next step, a small
amount of water could be obtained from Smyth County for inside of Town but if Washington
County will not support the Town then it is in bad shape.  

Mrs. Smith stated that since Washington County is at 44% ownership of the Water Treatment
Plant, she inquired if the partnership is in a need to leave.  Mr. Boswell stated that when this
incident moves forward either good or bad the new Attorneys need to revisit the Washington
County Service Authority and Town of Chilhowie agreement.  Mr. Foster inquired if all of the
water coming into the plant was the Town’s.  Mr. Boswell stated that there are two springs the
Town owns and then there is one spring that Washington County owns.  Mrs. Smith stated that
the Town owns Widener spring and Mill Creek spring.  Mr. Keen stated that the Town has all
kinds of raw water but they just cannot get it through the plumbing. 

Mrs. Smith inquired if the raw water usage was disapproved and the Town ran out of water what
would be the next step, and suggested the Big Stone Gap plant.  Mr. Boswell stated that was not
something that they would bring over here and just start using. It will have to be wired up and it
is made by a company called PALL and they would have to come here to refurbish the skid
before it can be used.  Mr. Boswell stated that there is another alternative, PALL has a mobile
unit that has not been checked into but the day it shows up on the property it is ready to go.
Mayor Heninger stated that sounds like the better route to go, but it would probably cost a lot.
Mr. Clear inquired about the National Guard or someone like that, would they have some sort of
facility that they could produce water with.  Mr. Boswell stated that he did not know the answer
to that.  He stated that if Bill Carrico has the capability then he can find that out for the Town but
he does not know how close he will be able to get to Griffith but he will pursue it. 

Mrs. Smith stated that at this point Mr. Boswell is to pursue whatever he can, Bill Carrico or
National Guard and whatever he needs to communicate to the Council members communicate
via text.  Mayor Heninger stated that Mr. Boswell and Mr. Keen has done a super job this week
because it has been rough.                                              

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 7:02 p.m.

______________________________Mayor
Gary L. Heninger

_______________________________Clerk
Marlene L. Henderson 


